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Introduction

Everybody loves quilts. They’re soft, cozy, and

comforting, and they’ve been around since man decided

layers were the way to go. What more and more people

have been realizing over the years, though, is that

making quilts is fun and a wonderful way to express

one’s creativity with a practical bent.

Quilt making provides a wonderful opportunity to

experiment with color, design, texture, and shape even if

you’re convinced you don’t have an artistic bone in your

body. Let your imagination guide you in choosing your

fabrics and projects. Making quilts today is easier than

you may have ever imagined; what’s more, quilt making

doesn’t require any special skills, just a general

knowledge of sewing and the desire to try! If you can

sew a button or mend a hem, you can make a quilt. With

just a few basic tools, a small amount of fabric, and a

little time, you can create your own piece of comfort.

This book shows you how. (And don’t worry about

mistakes — they add to the charm of your finished

project.)

And speaking of projects! The range of quilted objects

you can create is limitless! Think beyond the traditional

bed quilt, and consider making quilted place mats, hot

pads, or a table runner for your kitchen or to give as a

host or hostess gift. You can even create quilted wall

hangings as art for your home.



About This Book

This book guides even the beginningest-beginner

through all the steps necessary for creating a first quilt.

Although most people interested in quilting have sewn a

bit, you can use this book even if your sewing experience

is limited to threading a needle. If you’re in the shallow

end of the experience pool, you can simply start small,

build experience and confidence, and eventually move on

to tackling your grand design.

I show you how to select fabrics and materials, create a

design, and then cut, piece, quilt, and finish your

creation — all within the covers of this book. And to kick-

start you in putting the skills covered in the book to

actual use, I include 17 projects to fit any skill level. All

are easy to create when you follow the illustrated and

detailed step-by-step instructions.

Conventions Used in This

Book

I used a few conventions when writing this book. Here

they are:

 Each time I introduce a new quilting term, I

italicize it.

 Step instructions and keywords that you should

pay attention to in lists appear in boldface.



 Web sites and e-mail addresses appear in

monofont to make them stand out.

What You’re Not to Read

Of course, I’d love for you to read this book from cover to

cover. After all, I’ve worked pretty hard on it, and it

includes some great tips and tricks I’ve learned over the

years! However, I do live in the real world, and I realize

that you may be pressed for time and just want the bare-

bones facts. If that’s you, you can safely skip the

sidebars, which appear in gray boxes, and any

paragraphs that have the Technical Stuff icon attached.

Reading these tidbits will enhance your quilting

knowledge, but you can get by just fine without them.

Foolish Assumptions

I hate to assume anything about anyone I’ve never met,

but when writing this book, I did have to make a few

assumptions about who may be reading it. If you fit into

any of the following categories, this book is for you:

 You’re someone who has admired the art of quilt

making from afar, but until now, you’ve been too

skittish to try it.

 You’re already in the process of learning to quilt

and want a good, basic guide to help you build your

skills.



 You’ve discovered that you’re a fabric junkie and

want to figure out what to do with all the great

fabrics you’ve accumulated.

 Your favorite auntie is insisting you learn to quilt

so that when you inherit her fabric stash, you can

actually do something with it.



How This Book Is

Organized

For logic and ease of use, this book is organized into six

parts, the chapters of which progress from the most

basic definition of a quilt and its parts through various

skills and techniques that will help you create your quilt.

This section gives you a brief description of each of these

parts.



Part I: Gathering Your Tools

and Getting Ready

A quilt may be made up of fabric, batting, and thread,

but those aren’t the only things you need to produce the

final product. In this part, I go over all the basics of a

quilt’s components and talk a lot about the necessary

supplies and tools you need to get started. I also share

my hints about fabric selection and choosing the right

batting for your project.



Part II: Planning Your

Masterpiece

Quilts break down into a variety of elements, from blocks

and strips to borders and appliqués. In this part, I

introduce you to all these design elements and guide you

through the general processes of creating quilt blocks

and using templates. Here, you find out how to make

templates, transfer markings to your fabrics, and design

your own quilts either from your doodles or using your

computer.



Part III: Sharpening Your

Sewing Skills

Quilting gives you lots of creative flexibility, but it’s

important to remember that creativity doesn’t trump

precision. Careful measuring, cutting, and pressing are

crucial if you want your quilt to lay crisp and flat. This

part tells you what you need to know to stay on the

straight and narrow with your quilting skills. I also give

you a primer on appliqué, a potentially challenging

technique that really pays off by giving you even more

decorative and creative options.



Part IV: Ahead to the Finish:

Quilting the Pieces in Place

Ultimately, your quilt is a creatively stitched-together

sandwich of fabric (the bread) and batting (the filling).

This part helps you build the coziest of quilt sandwiches,

getting all your creative juices flowing. When you’ve

read through these chapters, you should know enough to

get started on a project of your own (if you haven’t

already). Basting, stitching, and binding are all covered

here, so you’re sure to finish your masterpiece in style.



Part V: Completing the Circle:

Projects to Try

If you’re anxious to start quilting but don’t have any of

your own projects or designs in mind, this part provides

17 projects to get you started. These projects are all

suitable for rank beginners and cover a wide range of

styles and techniques, so you’re sure to find something

that gets your quilting fingers twitching.

I provide patterns for the appliqué projects, but for some

you need to run to your trusty copy center and enlarge

them to full-size. (They’re reproduced here at 50

percent; my ideas are clearly bigger than this book.)


